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Abstract—Inverter dominated microgrids impose significant challenges on the distribution network, as inverters are well known for their limited contribution to fault current, undermining the performance of traditional overcurrent protection schemes. This paper introduces a new protection scheme based on the initial current traveling wave utilizing an improved mathematical morphology (MM) technology, with simplified polarity detection and new logics introduced for meshed networks and feeders with single-end measurement. The proposed protection scheme provides ultra-fast response and can be adapted to varied system operational modes, topologies, fault conditions and load conditions. Only low bandwidth communication is required to achieve high speed operation and adequate discrimination level in meshed networks. Simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC verifies both the sensitivity and stability of the proposed protection scheme under different microgrid operational scenarios.

Index Terms—Microgrid protection, initial current traveling wave, inverter dominated microgrid, mathematical morphology.

I. INTRODUCTION

The protection of a microgrid is often a challenge. Unlike in the conventional distribution system, protection of the microgrid needs to adapt itself to different modes of operation: mainly islanded and grid-connected regimes. It is expected to offer good sensitivity and selectivity for faults in both situations. The operation of the protection system also needs to be fast in order to protect the sensitive loads and power sources. For islanded inverter-dominated microgrids, the low fault current level usually makes the application of traditional overcurrent protection schemes prohibitive [1]. In [2] the authors emphasize that protection of the inverter-dominated microgrids is a major challenge calling for research into new protection principles. Based on this statement, [Fig. 1] gives an outline of the major protection principles which can potentially serve the inverter-dominated microgrid. These protection solutions can be seen as largely independent of the fault to load current ratio.

Fig. 1. Review of protection schemes for inverter-dominated microgrids

Nikkhajoei & Lasseter et al. [3] assume a protection scheme based on modified current signals such as symmetrical or differential current components. Similar to overcurrent principles, the coordination of this scheme is still based on the time grading of the current components. Time delay can be more than 10-cycles and the performance might be problematic in a meshed microgrid. Moreover, it can only detect unbalanced faults.

Van Overbeeke et al. [4] propose a dedicated Fault Current Source (FCS) offering sufficient fault current into the islanded microgrid to guarantee fault detection. Nevertheless, it can be viewed as unreliable from a protection reliability point of view, as the whole protection system relies on a single electrical device. Following this idea, in practice, most of the running microgrids are still equipped with large storage units which can provide sufficient fault current into the network [5].

Voltage [6] and harmonic content [7] based methods are two special solutions proposed by Al-Nasser. The voltage based method makes use of the voltage level gradient through the network during faults, which implies its application in a relatively large network. Furthermore, it cannot deal with the high impedance faults (HIF). The voltage based method is, therefore, mostly recommended to act as a back-up scheme [8]. On the other hand, the harmonic content based method is mainly designed to protect the distributed generator (DG) rather than the network. Additionally, the operating threshold of the harmonic content based method is difficult to define.

There is a group of methods which are based on transmission system type protection schemes. References [9-11] apply current differential protection schemes for the inverter dominated microgrid. Halabi et al [1] present a current phase comparison scheme. These methods are all based on the assumption that a high bandwidth communication channel is.
available. Devadasa et al [12] investigate the application of distance protection scheme, however no discussion or systematic simulation is included to prove its effectiveness.

Very few papers have discussed the idea of using fault generated traveling wave as a guiding principle of the microgrid protection. David et al [13] apply this idea to a zonal DC marine system. However, with no dedicated signal analysis, fault transients are not properly extracted, and their arrival time and polarity information are vague. Furthermore, the method requires very high communication bandwidth to transport high frequency sampled real time current measurements. Shi et al [14] propose a hybrid protection idea using fault generated current traveling wave and superimposed power frequency voltage using multi-resolution wavelet analysis. However, the method is not validated through any simulation or experiments.

Previous work by the authors [15] introduces a hybrid approach consisting of the main protection based on traveling wave measurements and supplemental protection based on the rate of change of current. The traveling waves are extracted by mathematical morphology filters (MMF). MMF only contains addition and subtraction which is inherently light on computing burden. Therefore, this protection is ultra-fast and can detect faults within several micro seconds. The dead zone dealing with low inception angle faults, which is the main shortcoming of all traveling wave based methods, is addressed by the supplemental protection scheme based on the rate of change of current. However, the method is limited to certain network applications as it is not fully discriminative in meshed networks and in networks where single-end measurement is used.

To address these challenges, this paper introduces additional protection logic elements and proposes a modification of the MMF which is developed using the apparent features of dilation and erosion signals. This modification delivers faster, clearer and more accurate polarity detection than the existing methods. The proposed approach is different from other MMF based protection methods, as the scheme uses polarity information from both ends of the circuit, and thus, avoids the difficulty of detecting a series of wavefronts in a distribution system [16, 29]. In order to verify the sensitivity and stability of the proposed protection scheme, a number of testing scenarios are considered including various fault conditions, system topology, system operation, sampling frequency, and signal noise. Extensive simulation studies are conducted in PSCAD/EMTDC, using the 20kV microgrid benchmark model [1]. The results show that the proposed scheme is able to protect the inverter dominated microgrid rapidly and reliably. It needs to be emphasized that the method can reliably protect microgrids incorporating other types of distributed sources (e.g. synchronous generators), since it is purely based on the fault generated transients.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the algorithm of the modified MMF; Section III addresses the underlying protective principles and application; Section IV gives a detailed performance analysis of sensitivity and selectivity of the protection scheme. The discussion on the potential hardware implementation and final conclusions are presented in Sections V and VI.

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE AND FILTER DESIGN

A. Algorithm for signal analysis and modified MMF

The magnitude of the fault generated high frequency transients is affected by the fault inception angle, fault resistance and distance to fault. Therefore, the waveform magnitude is generally not a suitable indicator of the fault condition. By contrast, the time and polarity information provide good fault indication, and have been widely used in traveling wave based methods [16-17]. Therefore, it can be considered that the optimal signal processing tool for traveling wave based protection should present good performance for both polarity detection and time location.

The present main stream signal processing tools include Windowed Fourier Transform (WFT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Mathematical Morphology (MM).

Using WFT, the processed signals can only be analyzed at one definite frequency. This assumes that the signal is stationary during an observation period. For the fault transients producing non-stationary signals with large frequency spectrum, this technique is unsatisfactory [18]. By contrast, with a suitable mother wavelet, DWT can be applied as a flexible and effective bandpass filter [19-20], which uses short windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies. Protection based on DWT analysis has drawn a lot of attention among researchers [21-24]. However, the high calculation burden currently makes this methodology prohibitive in the protection field. Moreover, DWT has additional shortcomings, such as poor directionality (polarity detection), shift sensitivity and oscillations around singularities [25].

An alternative method uses a nonlinear approach based on Mathematical Morphology (MM) [16]. This technique has been proved to be light on memory requirements, efficient and accurate in extracting the high frequency traveling wave information. MM uses a structural element (SE) to extract the necessary features of the original signals [16, 26-28]. The shape of SE can be flat, semi-circular, triangular, etc., which should be selected according to the shape of the anticipated transients. Dilation (imulator) and erosion (ή) are two basic operations in MM. More details on fundamental MM theory can be found in [28].

Assuming a signal \( f(n)(0 < n < N) \) to be analyzed, an SE \( g(m)(0 < m < M) \) is applied to perform the signal dilation and erosion, as defined in (1) and (2) respectively. \( N \) represents the length of the moving window and \( M \) is the length of the SE.

\[
f_{dil}(n) = f(n) \oplus g(m) = \max \left\{ f(n-m) + g(m), 0 < n-m < N, 0 < m < M \right\}
\]

\[
f_{ero}(n) = f(n) \ominus g(m) = \min \left\{ f(n+m) - g(m), 0 < n+m < N, 0 < m < M \right\}
\]

Based on (1) and (2) MMF\(_1\) can be established as defined by (3) aiming to extract the transient features of the signal.

\[
MMF_1(n) = f_{dil}(n) - f_{ero}(n)
\]
The length of numerical window in MM is dependent on M, which can be as short as two samples. The length of SE affects the sensitivity of fault detection, i.e. detection of the fault “pulses” [26]. In fact, most of the fault generated traveling waves present themselves as quasi-step signals. For this reason the SE used in this paper has a flat shape and its length M can be as short as 3.

The original MM does not have the function of polarity detection. Although such detection is possible and has been proposed in [16], it requires the signal to be processed by two quadratic SEs, which doubles the calculation burden. As an alternative, the authors observed that it is also possible to achieve the same goal with less computational burden by utilizing the apparent features of erosion and dilation waveforms. In Fig. 2, an 80 node step signal F(n) is processed by a flat SE (g(m) = [0,0,0]). The MMF1(n) using the traditional algorithm does not depict polarity characteristics. Nonetheless, it can be observed that the dilation signal lags the erosion signal when there is an ascending edge, and leads the erosion signal when there is a descending edge. This characteristic can be used to detect the signal polarity, as described by the mathematical functions (4) and (5), where ε is a small threshold close to zero for detecting the lag or lead feature (ε = 0.0001).

\[
\Delta f_{ero}(n) < \Delta f_{dil}(n) < -\varepsilon \\
\text{MMF}_1(n) = f_{ero}(n) - f_{dil}(n) \quad (4)
\]

\[
\Delta f_{dil}(n) > \Delta f_{ero}(n) > +\varepsilon \\
\text{MMF}_2(n) = f_{dil}(n) - f_{ero}(n) \quad (5)
\]

The results of the modified method are presented together with those of a traditional MMF method and multi-level DWT method (with ‘db6’ as mother wavelet) in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the proposed method achieves the clearest and most accurate polarity detection. Moreover, the processing time for MMF based method has been verified to be 25%–30% faster than that for DWT method (based on Matlab simulation).

Open and close functions are used to smooth the positive impulses and negative impulses accordingly [30]. These functions are quite useful in noise reduction as the system noise is normally composed of a series of random impulses.

Based on the four operations introduced in (1), (2), (6) and (7), three major denoising MMFs, including DEMF (dilation and erosion median filter), OCMF (open and close medium filter), OCCOMF (open-close and close-open median filter), are defined in (8), (9) and (10) respectively.

\[
\text{DEMF}(n) = \frac{(f(n) \oplus g(m) + f(n) \ominus g(m))}{2} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\text{OCMF}(n) = \frac{(f(n) \circ g(m) + f(n) \bullet g(m))}{2} \quad (9)
\]

\[
\text{OCCOMF}(n) = \frac{(f(n) \bullet [f(n) \circ g(m)] + f(n) \circ [f(n) \bullet g(m)])}{2} \quad (10)
\]

A comparison of these denoising MMFs conducted on a typical noisy fault current signal f(t) is presented in Fig. 3. The SNR level of the signal is 20dB. The length of SE (M) is also considered as a variable in the test. It is found that both OCMF and OCCOMF methods are able to eliminate the majority of the noise and preserve the fault features at the same time, however, with clearer signal step change detection being achieved by OCCOMF. Therefore, OCCOMF with M=30 is used in this paper. A short time delay (approximately 50µs) is considered insignificant in terms of protection system operation.

Fig. 3. Denoising performance comparison using MMFs.

III. UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed MMF based scheme makes use of the traveling wave theory in electrical circuits. The traveling waves are usually illustrated in a Lattice diagram as shown in [Fig. 4] in the
diagram, + and – define the polarity of the signal. In this section the application of two types of traveling wave based protection schemes is discussed, namely: single end method and double end method. The double end method is then extended to be the multi-end method for a meshed microgrid.

For single end method, extraction of two wavefronts to obtain their polarity and timing information are mandatory. At end R, the first two peak arrivals are time stamped as TpeakR1 and TpeakR2. Their polarity information PpeakR1 and PpeakR2 are defined as: ‘1’ – positive and ‘−1’ – negative.

To discriminate the fault as ‘in zone’ or ‘out of zone’, fault location needs to be established. The calculation of fault location depends on whether the fault occurs in the first half of the line [Fig. 4] or in the second half of the line. For the former case, the second wavefront has the same polarity as the first one. For the latter case, it has the opposite polarity. The equations of fault location calculation are presented in (11), (12) and (13):

\[
\Delta T_{peak} = T_{peakR2} - T_{peakR1} \tag{11}
\]

\[
P_{peakR1} \cdot P_{peakR2} = 1 \Rightarrow Distance = \Delta T_{peak} \cdot v \tag{12}
\]

\[
P_{peakR1} \cdot P_{peakR2} = -1 \Rightarrow Distance = L - \Delta T_{peak} \cdot v \tag{13}
\]

where \( v \) is the speed of the traveling wave along the line, \( L \) is the length of the line, and Tpeak and Ppeak present the time and polarity information of the traveling wavefront. However, single end method has the following inherent problems in microgrids:

1) The second wavefront is significantly damped by high resistive distribution lines.
2) The second wavefront can be cancelled out by the third wavefront or following wavefronts at specific fault locations, e.g. in the midpoint of the line.
3) To determine the fault position, the exact fault distance has to be calculated, which indicates that \( v \) along the line and the total line length need to be known.
4) If the line behind the relay and source impedance are considered, the algorithm becomes even more complicated. Hence, it is highly recommended to add a line trap to isolate the signals from behind.
5) The requirement of sampling accuracy and frequency is very high when the line length is short, which is a typical situation for most microgrids.

B. Double and multi-end method

For the double end method, units at both ends of a line need to only detect the initial wavefronts. It should be noted that the initial polarity of the wavefront is always clear [24]. If the fault occurs in the protected line, the polarities of the first two wavefronts are the same; otherwise, the polarities are opposite. Based on this, the proposed fault indicator is defined as:

\[
P_{peakR1} \cdot P_{peakS1} = 1 \tag{14}
\]

It has been stated in [15] that, for a radial network, this indicator is sufficient. Additionally, there is no “Non-Detection Zone” caused by specific fault locations; close-up forward and close-up reverse faults can still be discriminated. To cater for a meshed network, the following additional indicator (15) is also proposed:

\[
T_0 = \min \{T_0, T_1, T_2, T_3, ..., T_j\} \tag{15}
\]

where \( T_0 \) is the time arrival of the first wavefront at the local unit, and \( T_j, T_2, T_3, ..., T_j \) are the corresponding times obtained from the adjacent units. However, this indicator does not provide satisfactory performance in all meshed networks. One specific situation is a network with identical parallel lines, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

This network has a pair of parallel lines equipped with IT2, IT4 and IT3, IT5. When a fault occurs in one of the parallel lines, the traveling wavefronts hit each other with the same polarity on the other parallel line; the instruments at the same bus share the same time information, which prevents proper discrimination of the fault location based on equation (15). Furthermore, for lines such as the one equipped with single-end instrument transformer IT 6, it further highlights the need for improvement in the protection strategy.

Therefore, in order to address these problems this paper introduces two additional elements to the protection logic to enhance the proposed MM based protection scheme:

1) For buses with more than two lines connected, the faulty circuit is identified from the wavefront polarity information as the faulty branch will always have opposite polarity with respect to the remaining circuits.
In cases where only two lines are in operation at the bus, as long as the upstream lines can be isolated to be within the healthy zone by taking the calculation in the equation (14), the single-end line is tripped instantaneously.

An updated protection strategy is presented Fig. 5. Each bus is set up with a local IED which detects any wavefront above a certain threshold and sends the relevant data (IT, circuit number, the time of first wavefront arrival and its polarity) to the central IED which subsequently evaluates which line is faulty and initiates the tripping signals to isolate the fault. Hence, reliable IED which subsequently evaluates which line is faulty and the time of first wavefront arrival and its polarity) to the central 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For the evaluation of the performance of the proposed protection scheme, PSCAD/EMTDC simulator is employed with a 20kV benchmark MV microgrid model [1] as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The simulation time step is 1μs. Four inverter-interfaced generators (IIG) are connected to buses 2, 4, 6 and 8 respectively, and two dynamic motor loads are connected to buses 3 and 7. The lines are 20kV ABB XPLE underground cables [31]. The power of IIGs is provided by the ideal DC sources, which sufficiently emulate the connected micro turbines and fuel cell systems, or any other source with storage on the DC side [32]. Each inverter is implemented with a mode-adaptive droop based dq-frame controller with detailed information presented in [33].

The overall protection scheme is firstly tested under three fault scenarios: FLT1, FLT2 and FLT3. A number of additional tests are subsequently performed to systematically assess the sensitivity and stability of the method under varying fault parameters.

A. Validation of the scheme under three fault scenarios

Three fault scenarios FLT1, FLT2 and FLT3 are simulated and the results of detected wavefront polarity as well as time information are listed in Table I, with the earliest detection time and the critical signal polarities highlighted.

1) FLT1: an external fault at the grid near PCC during grid-connected operation;
2) FLT2: an internal fault inside a ring network that may cause traveling wavefronts hitting each other in healthy lines during islanded operation;
3) FLT3: an internal fault at a radial downstream line during islanded operation.

In scenario 1), considering the first additional logic element (introduced in section III.B), the fault is discriminated as external, since the signal of the main IT has the reversed polarity with respect to all other signals at Bus 1.

In scenario 2), there are two buses with the shortest arrival time. However, the faulty line is easily identified using equation (14).

In scenario 3) the fault is applied to a radial line with only single-end measurement. After distinguishing that the closest bus to the fault is Bus 7, the faulty line is recognized using the second additional logic element by ruling out the healthy adjacent lines.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT.</th>
<th>FLT1</th>
<th>FLT2</th>
<th>FLT3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>Time (ms)</td>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>Time (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main</td>
<td>522.341</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.341</td>
<td>522.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.356</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.356</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.366</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.366</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.371</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.341</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.366</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.366</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.371</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.371</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.363</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.383</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>522.394</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>522.394</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Impact of fault inception angle and fault resistance

In the proposed protection scheme, the signal peak is compared against a threshold and used as an initiating trigger for the data package sending to the central IED, as shown in Fig. 5. It is well known that the magnitude of the wavefront signal varies with the fault inception angle, line impedance and fault resistance. To investigate these effects, a fault is applied at the midpoint of the line 4-5 (FLT2 scenario), with fault impedance varying between 0.01Ω and 50Ω and point on wave (POW) of the fault inception between 0° and 90°. The threshold is set to 0.01kA (=20% of the rated current). However, it should be highlighted that in practice this threshold should be set appropriately to match the actual signal magnitude and noise levels as discussed in Section IV.E. The results indicate that the initial traveling wavefronts are all detectible with the POW as low as 5° regardless of the fault resistance (up to 50Ω).

Fig. 7 (islanded operation) and Fig. 8 (grid-connected operation) are two magnified sections of the graphs (i.e. POW...
between 0° and 5°) to help illustrate the dependence of the wavefront peak value at IT 45 on different fault inception angles and fault resistances. The blue plane stands for the threshold and white surface stands for the simulated peak value. Apparent close similarity of the two figures demonstrates the flexibility of the proposed scheme which is shown to be unaffected by the network mode of operation (islanded or grid connected).

According to formula (16) the sampling frequency need to be at least 

\[ f_s = \frac{v}{k_e D} \]

where \( f_s \) is the sampling frequency, \( T_e \) is the traveling time along the cable, and \( k_e \) is the safety factor ranging from 0.5–0.9 to ensure time discrimination of wavefront arrivals between two ends of a shortest line.

To illustrate this, a solid fault with POW of 90° is applied to line 4-5 (FLT2 in Fig. 6), while IT 14 and IT 45 are monitored at two ends of a shortest line. As can be seen, at sampling frequency of 0.2MHz, it is impossible to detect the time difference. The test results under selected worst case scenarios are presented in Fig. 10. The indicators shown in the figure are chosen from the phase with the highest magnitude. The non-fault disturbances in the microgrid include events such as: motor-starting (a); transients during mode of operation transfer (b) and (c); and change of system topology (d). As shown in Fig. 10, with applied threshold of 0.01kA, the MMF based main protection scheme presents no detectable response to these transients. Hence it can be concluded that the proposed scheme shows good stability in response to all simulated non-fault disturbances.
E. Impact of noise level

The impact of noise level on the protection sensitivity is evaluated by contaminating the fault current from IT 45 under FLT 2 scenario with white noise (SNR ranges from 40dB to 10dB).

The results are presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. It can be seen that the noisy signal with SNR down to 10dB can still be successfully processed with clear wavefront polarity and time location. However, this would require slightly higher sensitivity threshold for peak detection, which might become problematic when the fault occurs with a very low fault inception angle, as shown in Fig. 12(d). A search through a short window for the maxima modulus of the indicator is one of the solutions to solve this problem. The threshold of the peak detection is then lifted up by increased noise level. Normally as far as the feature of the initial wavefronts has not been overpowered by the noise, the transient feature can be extracted correctly.

![Graph](image1)

Fig. 11. Wavefront detection (OCCOMF based noise-reduction, POW = 90°)

![Graph](image2)

Fig. 12. Wavefront detection (OCCOMF based noise-reduction, POW = 5°)

V. POTENTIAL HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Although traveling wave methods have been proposed for high voltage transmission system protection for more than 20 years, the practical implementation has been inhibited mainly by the limitations of signal processing hardware. An MMF based signal processing algorithm, which only contains addition and subtraction operations within a numerical window of 3~12 samples, significantly lightens the signal processing burden. Besides, this protection scheme is only activated when a traveling wavefront is detected in the microgrid. Only time and polarity of initial traveling wavefronts need to be communicated. Furthermore, communication channels are becoming increasingly more common in distribution grids and can satisfy very moderate bandwidth requirements of the proposed protection scheme.

Despite many obvious advantages, high frequency sampling and accurate signal synchronization are still needed. As discussed in section IV.C, the sampling frequency for the MV benchmark microgrid needs to be in excess of 256kHz ($f_s = \frac{v}{r_{LMF}} = \frac{2.25e5}{0.8\times1.1} \approx 256kHz$), which can be considered achievable by modern acquisition hardware. GPS based synchronization is taken into account in this paper, although a cheaper alternative such as the ping-pong algorithm may also be applied [34]. The errors in latency estimation can be compensated by scaling the safety factor $k_c$, which will be studied in the future.

Additionally, Rogowski coil or Hall Effect based current instruments should be considered as they are capable of covering wide frequency bandwidth, and are typically used in traveling wave applications. Hi-pass filters should be used to remove low frequency components and sample-and-hold elements to maintain synchronous sampling of all phases.

VI. CONCLUSION

Considering the trends in the distribution systems and microgrids, this paper proposes a Mathematical Morphology based multi-end protection scheme using initial current traveling wavefronts as a main fault detection mechanism. The method uses both time and polarity information of the traveling waves with moderate communication requirements, delivering dependable and secure performance under different system topologies and modes of operation. The paper provides a mathematical description of a modified MMF with polarity detection built on the apparent features of erosion and dilation waveforms. The further proposed two new logics help establish a systematic protection scheme for varied system topologies and configurations including meshed networks with parallel lines and remote feeders with single-end measurement. Using transient simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC, the new protection scheme has been proven to be able to accurately locate the fault with POW as low as 5° regardless of the fault resistances and system fault level. It is also confirmed to be an effective method under noisy condition. Moreover, the stability of the proposed scheme has been verified under non-fault disturbances such as motor starting, operational mode transfer and topology changes. Hardware requirements of the scheme have been considered as
economically viable and future work will concentrate on the development of a hardware laboratory prototype. It is to be noted that some special fault conditions such as switch on fault and simultaneous multi-located faults, and the impact from the earthing arrangement, also need to be considered in future research.
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